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Credit Matters VI – The Deep Dive

“We Tried That But It Didn’t 
Work”



Hands Up
u In the room?

u Going through change?

u Change is to solve a specific known 
problem?

u The problem is properly understood at 
it’s root cause level?

u The solution is mapped logically to 
remove root causes?

u The implementation uses a repeatable 
testing approach so solution can be 
optimised and mistakes removed?



Perfect service processes are possible*

* Large volumes of small print.  T&Cs apply

CURLY: “The ONE Thing”

From the film “City Slickers”



This Presentation
u Introduce “the one thing”

u Explore the mindset challenges to overcome

u Show you where to get more information



Some examples



It is learning a new skill

Results come with practice!



The One Thing (In three parts)

Value Demand vs Failure Driven Demand

Processing the data: Pareto Charts, Affinity Diagrams and Cause and 
Effect Relationships

“Toyota Kata” Daily routine



Value vs. Failure Driven Demand

John Seddon can be credited with coining these terms, in what 
is the most important breakthrough in how to apply Lean 
Thinking into service organisations

Demand
Processes:

Activity / Skills / Knowledge / IT / 
Policies / Machinery etc.

Value 
Demand

Failure Driven 
Demand

Output

40%-100% 
common

20%-50% 
readily 

impactable



Key Tools for Failure Demand Elimination
Demand Tracker or later Ticksheet (2-3 days data usually sufficient) 
for collecting

Affinity Diagram for categorising data

Pareto Analysis of Failure Demand by type for problem sizing

Inter-relationship cause and effect diagram for problem selection

Root Cause Analysis for root cause identification
Toyota Kata for solution design and testing and improvement tracking

A3i reports for issue escalation when solution work is blocked



Example Demand Tracker
Date Requester What wanted Why V/FD Category



Example Failure Demand Pareto (fictional data)

Frequency 135 120 100 99 2491520 765 760 585 385 312 300 245
Percent 2 2 2 2 427 14 14 10 7 6 5 4
Cum % 90 92 94 96 10027 41 55 65 72 78 83 87
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Pareto Chart of Issue Code Issue summary
A Payment Incorrect
B Payment and Invoice mismatch
C Payment advice incorrect or missing
D Bank statement info unclear, missing or wrong
E Multiple location / entity issues
F Delayed orders being chased
G DD payment issues
H Delay in getting information
I Ad hoc reporting and information requests
J Service charge manual invoice creation
K Allocating credit memos
L New, infrequent and one time order issues
M Failure to block when required
N Insurance information missing or out of date
O Orders raised by blocked customers
P Disputed payments
Q Invoice value showing as zero on the system
R Failed cheque payments



“Toyota Kata” – Mike Rother

"

Structured daily process for 
solution teams

Coaching role key to 
establishing effective learning 
and solution test

Creative solution finding and 
learning from failure becomes 
habitual



The Cycles Record: a Central Element



Summary Process



Secret to Fail #1: Use the Break-Fix Cycle

u If all people know is the 
break-fix process they will:

u Wait in fear of the next 
change

u Behave like victims when 
the time comes

tension builds

abuse takes 
place

apologies, 
excuses, 
amends

Cycle of 
Abuse



Secret to Fail #2: Be too busy

u If there is no scheduled time 
for the team to be working on 
improvement EVERY DAY, 
then you are planning to 
leave failure and cost locked 
in

u What’s making you busy?  Is 
it the value work or dealing 
with ‘stuff’?



Secret to Fail #3: Assume it’s someone else’s job

Don’t bother me with detail

Get data, report, get more 
data, report again

Do my job, wait 
for instructions

Keep head down on 
my team

Chase personal 
targets and career

Do special project on the side



Example



Some reflective questions
u Can front line teams take 10-20 minutes every day, once trained, to work together to 

identify and help fix the root causes of failure and delay, one problem at a time?

u Can your management team resist the temptation to: 

u Put up with all the small failures that together add up to the biggest business 
case for change ever, but individually may never see the light of day?

u Rush to respond to the next thing as if it’s the most important thing?  Adrenaline 
addiction is not a basis for effective decision making!

u Can the senior leadership team let go of the comfortable but disabling crutches of 
targets and business cases, and replace them with evidence-based decision making 
with a clear, unbending focus on quality? 

Increasing Challenge and Benefit



Recommended Reading
John Seddon “Freedom from Command and Control”

Mike Rother “Toyota Kata”
And from a more manufacturing perspective, but still invaluable

Womack, Jones & Roos “The Machine that Changed the World”

Jeffrey Liker “The Toyota Way”

Michael and Freddie Ballé “The Lean Manager” & “Lead with 
Respect”



In Closing

Choice A (Default) Choice B (More Interesting)



Any questions?

Sean Buckland

Design for Service Ltd
+44 7841 580283

sbuckland@designforservice.co.uk

Thank you


